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Sizeable November gain, but 2022 retail outlook cloudy 
• Continued recovery from lockdown lulls, with a Black Friday boost for apparel and durable spending.  

• Card spending on track to expand in the region of 12% in Q4 as restrictions are eased and the economy 
bounces back from Q3 Delta slump. This buoyancy should continue heading into early 2022. 

• Beyond that, still-present COVID-19 restrictions, stock shortages, rising consumer prices, higher interest rates 
and receding housing market tailwinds should temper household spending activity. 

 

Summary and implications  
November card spending posted its 2nd consecutive solid monthly gain, rebounding from August/September lockdown 

lulls.  Black Friday sales look to be behind the surge in apparel and durable retail, but hospitality remained weak. 

Retail card spending is now just 2% below July record highs, and we expect further buoyancy in the months ahead, led 

by rebounding hospitality retail. Beyond that, however, soaring consumer prices, less supportive housing market 

conditions, the impact of rising interest rates and remaining COVD-19 restrictions should temper household spending 

growth over 2022. This should result in only a modest degree of NZ monetary tightening, and we expect the OCR to 

peak at 2% in late 2022.   

Details -  card spending jumps to record high. 

Retail electronic card spending rose 9.6% mom in seasonally-adjusted terms in November (-2.9% yoy), a touch 

weaker than expected.  Excluding fuel and vehicle components, core spending also rose 9.6% mom (2.4% yoy), 

whereas weaker growth in non-retail spending saw a more moderate 9.1% mom November climb in total card 

spending (1.2% yoy).   

The November jump followed a 10.0% increase in October, but still left the level of retail card spending about 2.3% 

below July record highs. Core retail was about 2% below July levels, but due to the slower recovery in non-retail and 

services spending, total retail spending was 3% below July levels.  

The lift in electronic card spending was a touch weaker than the circa 12% nationwide climb in MBIE card spending for 
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November (led by surging spending in Auckland, Northland and the Waikato), with our internal ASB card spending 

data showing a larger Black Friday induced lift. 

Key details underpinning the November result were as follows (all figures below are mostly seasonally adjusted): 

- Black Friday sales provided a boost to apparel (53.5% mom) and durable spending (22.9% mom), with the latter 

hitting a record high in November. We expect a weaker pace of spending growth for both in December. 

- Given the impact of the global pandemic on seasonal 

patterns, Statistics NZ have continued not to publish monthly 

seasonally-adjusted estimates for hospitality spending. Sales 

for this component fell 2.8% in non-seasonally adjusted terms 

over the month (down a similar margin according to our 

seasonally adjusted estimates). Our estimates suggest 

hospitality spending is still close to 40% below July 2021 

levels. We expect a traffic light boost to hospitality spending 

over the coming months. 

- Due to the relaxation of restrictions and higher fuel prices, 

fuel spending advanced by 9.9% mom (6.9% yoy) but were 

about 5% below July levels. High fuel prices are likely to weigh 

on discretionary spending going forward. 

- Supporting total card spending was a 13.3% lift in services 

spending (-9.4% yoy), although slower growth in non-retail 

(up 7.1% mom, -2.5% yoy) tempered overall spending. 

- Consumable was flat (-0.6% mom) as consumers generally ran down precautionary stocks, ate out and bought 

take-aways. Consumable spending is still 4% above July 2021 levels. 
 

Q4 jump looms, but some clouds on the horizon for 2022 
In early December NZ moved to the traffic light system, with the lower retail restrictions (in Auckland at least), pent-

up demand, strong household balance sheets, rising household 

incomes, tight labour markets and few overseas travel options set to 

boost retail over the coming months. We expect a circa 12% Q4 2021 

climb in card spending and for a strong start to 2022 retail activity, 

although shipping disruptions and stock shortages could temper this 

buoyancy.  

The retail outlook for the remainder of 2022 does not look as bright. 

Soaring consumer prices are likely to continue to significantly erode 

consumers’ purchasing power (we expect CPI inflation to moderately 

cool from its circa 6% 2021 peak) and obtaining some retail goods could 

prove problematic. Moreover, tailwinds from the housing market are 

rapidly fading (and turning into headwinds), interest rates are rising, 

and remaining COVID-19 restrictions will make conditions difficult for 

tourism/hospitality retail. This should temper the amount of OCR hikes the RBNZ will have to deliver, and we expect 

the OCR to peak at 2% by the end of next year.   
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice. We believe that the information 
in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at 
the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject to 
change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. 
We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person 
involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.  
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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